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Fast, Accurate, Award-Winning Virus Protection
Trusted by individual users and large companies alike, McAfee Virex is the world’s premier virus
detection and removal solution for your Macintosh computers. Virex fits seamlessly into any
networked environment and updates itself, ensuring the most effective virus security solution is
always guarding your troops.
The requirements placed on network availability by e-business take the threat of a virus outbreak
to the next level – your bottom line. No longer are such outbreaks simply a nuisance. Today a
virus outbreak that disrupts the flow of an organization’s e-business activity will actually effect
profitability. In fact, 1999 saw $12.1 billion in damages as a direct result of virus infections,
more than twice that of all previous years of virus attacks combined.

Flexible Scanning Options
Virex provides comprehensive protection for your organization’s Macintosh computers, capturing
both known and new viruses before they infect multiple users. The award-winning scanning
engine delivers high-speed scans of all files as they are accessed in real-time. The exclusive, easy
to use Scan-At-Download scanner privides 24-hour protection from Internet downloads and files
hidden in e-mail. Detected viruses can be automatically cleaned, deleted, or even quarantined for
future analysis and origin tracing.

Key Features:
• 100% Detection & Cleaning
Virex’s award-winning scanning and
cleaning engine is proven effective
with more independent certifications
of 100% detection and cleaning than
any other in the world.
• Broadest Platform Support
Virex supports a broad range of MacOS
versions, from System 7.5.5 to OS 9.
• Automatic Updating
Virex’s eUpdate feature uses pull
technology to keep your protection
current at all times. All you have to do
is tell it how often you want it to
check for new files.
• Superior Internet protection
Virex automatically scans for viruses
as they are downloaded, providing
protection against viruses in files
downloaded from websites or FTP sites
as well as e-mail attachments.
• Advanced Heuristics
Virex can detect unknown viruses
better than any product on the market
with its ViruLogic heuristic scanning
capabilities. Using positive and
negative heuristics, VirusScan looks for
characteristics suggesting a virus and
those that identify the file as clean.
The result is the world’s best heuristic
detection with the fewest possible
false alarms.

Easy to Use
Virex software offers a new enhanced scheduler, which makes it easy to set up automated scans
of your entire system or just certain files and folders. Just set it up and let Virex go to work
protecting your file system from lurking viruses and other threats. Need to scan something right
now? Scanning files and folders on demand is easy with DropScan – simply drag the item onto
the DropScan icon and the scanning begins.
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Protection from the Newest Threats
There are many Anti-Virus products on the market today, but not all
products have 100% detection and cleaning. In today’s connected world
we’re witnessing the constant onslaught of new malicious code
threatening corporate security. Virus writers are always there behind the
scenes creating new attacks such as ActiveX and Java applets, worms,
and Remote Access Trojans (RATs). To combat this never-ending threat
and achieve the world’s market leading detection and cleaning, McAfee
VirusScan uses advanced heuristic technologies called ViruLogic to seek
out previously undiscovered viruses. ViruLogic has the intelligence to
know what characteristics viruses do and do not exhibit; something
other scanners cannot achieve. The result is unparalleled detection of
new viruses with the fewest possible false alarms. When a new virus is
confirmed, the cure can be automatically generated and distributed to
infected systems. VirusScan employs Vitran, a virus specific scripting
language that enables researchers to create detectors and cleaners in a
matter of seconds. This means quicker fixes for new ferocious viruses
resulting in the best means to deal with virus outbreaks.

AVERT
Advanced detection and quick to response to outbreak situations can
only be achieved by a world leading virus research organization. McAfee
Virex enjoys full support from the Anti-Virus Emergency Response Team
(AVERT). A division of NAI Labs, AVERT employs more than 90 researchers
located around the globe on 6 continents. This true follow-the-sun
approach ensures that no matter where or when a virus may surface, the
McAfee virus experts will be on the scene and fully armed.

System Requirements
System 7.5.5 or higher
Minimum of 4 MB RAM

Automatic Virus Definition File Updates
In the end, it all boils down to effective virus detection and removal. The
McAfee virus scanning engine has more independent certification of 100%
detection and cleaning than any other solution. Never the less, with more
than 50,000 viruses in the wild, and 300 new ones cropping up every
month, a virus security solution is only as good as its most recent update.
Virex provides the best automatic updating, making the process of keeping
your virus security state of the art a no-hassle proposition.
For more information on products, services, and support,
contact your authorized McAfee sales representative.
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